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                                                                FOR THE SLOW MORNING AFTER WHEN YOU'D RATHER DO NOTHING, THERE’S A TAP THAT DOES EVERYTHING.



                                            
                            Read more about our kitchen mixers
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					World-class water experience
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                            Stylish, invisible, and just the way you want it.


Moras built-in products take design to a whole new level. And you can trust that the inside is as thoughtfully designed as the outside.
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				Bathtub

							
					Inspired by nature’s organic lines in rich, durable materials, our baths are a perfect pairing of contemporary and timeless styling.
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				Basin

							
					Soft forms and easy, neutral tones run through an aesthetic collection of basins that complete any bathroom space effortlessly. 
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				Mirror

							
					Round or blockier mirrors in a variety of frames styles, with gentle backlighting and optional smart functions for a dramatic expression. 
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				Electronic basin mixer MORA MMIX tronic

							
					Mixer in lead-free material and on the outside, the mixer is treated with PVD which makes the surface extremely durable, and easy to clean. 
				

							
					
						Energy-saving mixers
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				Electronic kitchen mixer MORA CERA duo

							
					It works as an ordinary kitchen tap, but also has a sensor function that automatically starts the water flow. Perfect when your hands are sticky or you want to fill your kettle from a distance.
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                                                MORA CERA duo combines the best of both worlds.

                                                                                            It works as an ordinary kitchen tap, but also has a sensor function that automatically starts the water flow. Perfect when your hands are sticky or you want to fill your kettle from a distance.

                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Read more
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                                                Create an outdoor oasis with MORA GARDEN

                                                                                            A refreshing shower on hot summer days or a handy tap to fill your watering can. As well as being versatile, the Mora Garden outdoor shower makes for a beautiful garden feature. 

                                                                                            
                                                    
                                                        Read more here
                                                    

                                                

                                        

                                
                            


                    

                

            

        

    



    
        


            

                
                        MORA ONE miniprofi

                                            Mora One Miniprofi mixers are now available with spouts in six new colours that can be matched with other details and wooden features in your home.

                                                                
                            Read more
                        
                


            

    




    
        
            
                
                        Inspire and be inspired


                        Share your water experience with us @moraarmatur and have a chance to be seen in our feeds.
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                                Mora (visiting address)

                                                                                        
                                    FM Mattsson Group

Östnorsvägen 95

792 27 Mora

@: salessupport@fmmattssongroup.com


                                

                                                        
                        

                        
                                Postal address

                                                                                        
                                    FM Mattsson Group

P.O. Box 480

SE-792 27 Mora

Sweden
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